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Since 1997, with experience of 15 years’ theoretic and engineering 
verification, computational verb theory (CVT) has shown its power of theoretical 
abstraction and ability of solving real-life problems in complex systems. The 
achievement of CVT has penetrated into displines like automatic control, signal 
processing, economics, psychology and many others. Moreover, CVT has been 
successfully applied to many industrial applications, such as video flame 
detection, intelligent traffic control systems, intelligent CCTV surveillance 
systems, cognitive image search engine and cognitive security trading systems. 
Cellular network is a good platform of modeling complex systems, building 
cellular networks using CVT is an effective approach to model social behaviors. 
Computational verb cellular networks merge physical linguistics into local rules 
of cellular networks, and changes physical signal reasoning to symbolic 
reasoning. Therefore advanced social phenomena can be presented by using 
simple computational verb local rules, and it is more convenient and effective to 
model complex social behaviors. 
The purpose of this thesis is to analyz various patterns in order to find out 
the essentials of pattern formation and study them theoretically. The key 
contributions of this thesis are as follow. 
1. In this thesis the concept of cellular network is explicitly defined and 
classified cellular automata and fuzzy cellular automata as two special cases 
of CVCN where the verb evoluting functions of CVCN collapsed. 
2. In order to simulate complex systems using CVCN, evolving laws are 
summeried from many CVCN output patterns. In this thesis new methods of 
classifying CVCN were proposed. For 1D-CVCN, morphology classification 
and process classification are proposed; For 2D-CVCN, patterns will be 
















this thesis provide the further research work with guidance. 
3. By classifying to CVCN output patterns, many evolving laws are summeried. 
In these laws, the feature of different patterns and the effects of parameters 
to patterns formation are addressed. In this thesis, the effects of these 
parameters to CVCN evolution are studied to find out their relation to pattern 
formation, that is, existence for these patterns in corresponding parameters. 
4. By the laws summaried from classifications, different patterns have special 
stable region of bifurcation parameters on variable premises. This thesis 
innovately comes up with the approach of discussing stable region of 
bifurcation parameters in stable patterns. Taking 1D-CVCN homogenous 
pattern and right-influential checkboard pattern as examples, how to 
research stable region from different bifurcation parameters and patterns 
will be proposed. 
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